A model of the servomechanism used for high-powered actuators in mechanical systems consists of a position feedback loop around the cascade connection of a memoryless saturation function with an integrator with a large time constant. The saturation function in the servomechanism has a linear high gain characteristics for a small input and so the equivalent time constant of the actuator servomechanism becomes small. As the input to the saturation function becomes larger than the linear range for a drastic control demand, the output of the saturation function becomes constant irrespective of the input magnitude and the actuator response has a rate saturation determined by the large time constant of the integrator and so the time lag of the actuator response behind the demand results in the actual plant input much different from the demand and the plant may exhibit an undesirable behavior of the system. Therefore in this paper we consider a control method for a system with rate saturations in the actuator servomechanisms to keep stable by switching the controller gain according to the input magnitudes to the saturation functions so that the inputs to the saturation functions are controlled within the permissible maximum absolute values which are decided according to each level of LQ controller gain groups determined beforehand to ensure the local absolute stability of the total system whose conditions are expressed as a linear matrix inequalities optimization problem by introducing a Lure-type Lyapunov function. In a piecewise linear control the switching function selects a controller gain group by on-line monitoring the inputs to the saturation functions in the actuator servomechanisms. The effectiveness of the design method is illustrated with a practical example of dynamic positioning(DP) system.
INTRODUCTION
Various procedures have been developed for the design of controllers that account for the amplitude and rate saturations of actuators. In Edwards et al. (1999) , Hippe et al. (1999) , Kapoor et al. (1998) and Kothare et al. (1994) the basic procedure of anti-windup design methods is to design a controller first ignoring the control input saturation and then to add an antiwindup compensator so that the effect of the control input saturation on closed-loop performance is minimized. Another stability analysis and/or synthesis methods for systems with magnitude and rate saturations have been developed in , Khalil (2002) , Kiyama et al. (2000) , Kothare et al. (1999) , Pare et al. (1998) and Pittet et al. (1997) . The basic idea is the notion of positively invariant set in Blanchini (1999) and the Lyapunov analysis, and the circle and the Popov criteria are used within the framework of linear matrix inequalities(LMIs).
On the other hand, gain scheduling controllers have been developed as a design method for nonlinear control in Lawrence et al. (1995) and Rugh et al. (2000) . In the gain-scheduled controller which includes an integral control, the velocity algorithm has to be used so that the linearization property holds in Kaminer et al. (1995) . In Wredenhagen et al. (1994) , a piecewise linear control law based on LQ theory is derived which raises an LQ gain as the controlled error converges towards the origin. The notion of gain switching function is introduced, which gives the successive positively invariant set and the highest LQ gain possible in the presence of the input bounds.
A model of the servomechanism used for high-powered actuators in mechanical systems consists of a position feedback loop around the cascade connection of a memoryless saturation function with an integrator with a large time constant. The saturation function in the servomechanism has a linear high gain characteristics for a small input which is the error between the actuator demand from the controller and the actual position value of the actuator and so the equivalent time constant of the actuator servomechanism becomes small regardless of the large time constant of the integrator and the time lag of the actuator response behind the actuator demand is negligible. As the input to the saturation function becomes larger than the linear range for a drastic actuator demand, the output of the saturation function becomes constant irrespective of the input magnitude and the actuator response has a rate saturation determined by the large time constant of the integrator and so the time lag of the actuator response behind the demand results in the actual plant input much different from the controller demand and the plant may exhibit an undesirable behavior such as an excessive overshoot and further the control system may become unstable. Therefore in this paper we consider a control method for a system with rate saturations in the actuator servomechanisms to keep stable by realizing the controller gain switching according to the input magnitudes to the saturation functions so that the inputs to the saturation functions are controlled within the permissible maximum absolute values which are decided to ensure the local absolute stability of the total system . In design procedures of the control method firstly a set of LQ gain groups for the linear dynamical system ignoring 
Fig. 2. Saturation function h(·)
the dynamics of actuator servomechanism is computed off-line by changing the control weight of the quadratic performance criterion stepwise under the fixed state weight. Secondly the block diagram of a total system including the actuator servomechanisms is redrawn as the feedback connection of a linear dynamical system and a decoupled block of multiple saturation functions with magnitudes ±1 treated as locally sector bounded nonlinearities. Then the permissible maximum absolute input values to the nonlinearities are decided according to each level of LQ controller gain groups determined above, by introducing a Lure-type Lyapunov function to the redrawned block diagram to ensure the local absolute stability of the total system whose conditions are expressed as an LMIs optimization problem in Boyd et al. (1994) . In control procedures a controller gain switching function is introduced to realize a piecewise linear control(PLC) law which always gets a local absolute stability of the total system. The switching function selects a controller gain group by on-line monitoring the inputs to the saturation functions in the actuator servomechanisms. The effectiveness of the design method is illustrated with a practical example of dynamic positioning(DP) system which holds the position and heading of a ship under wind disturbances by controlled thrusters. Fig.1 shows a block diagram of a system consisting of a controller dynamics K(s), a dynamics of an actuator servomechanism and a plant dynamics G p (s). When the controller gain is determined based on LQ theory, we ignore the dynamics of actuator servomechanisms and assume that all outputs can be measured. By changing the control weight of the quadratic performance criterion stepwise under the fixed state weight, a set of LQ gain groups is decided. Fig. 3 . Feedback connection of a linear dynamic system and multiple saturation functions
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Permissible Sector Conditions of Saturation Functions
Fig .2 shows one of saturation functions h(·) with the magnitudes ±1 in the actuator servomechanism in Fig.1 , by scaling the input and output of the saturator. The saturator h(·) has a linear gain β in the input range of |q| ≤ 1/β . If the absolute value of the input q to the saturator h(·) is constrained less than 1/α, the sector condition h ∈ [α β] is satisfied locally. The objective of this paper is to determine the maximum absolute values 1/α of inputs to the multiple saturation functions simultaneously as reciprocals of the minimum sector bounds α to ensure the local absolute stability of a total system. Firstly we redraw the block diagram of the total system as a feedback connection of a linear dynamical system G(s) and a decoupled block of multiple saturation nonlinearities ψ(·) as shown in Fig.3 in Khalil (2002) and Boyd et al. (1994) . ψ(·) is assumed to be diag(ψ 1 (·) ··· ψ n p (·)) and has sector conditions
As it is very difficult to decide the minimum sector bounds α i (1 ≤ i ≤ n p ) of the original multiple saturation functions ψ(·) simultaneously by checking the condition of positive realness of the looptransformed linear dynamical system as in Akasaka (2006), we use the Lyapunov analysis to accomplish the objective above by introducing a Lure-type Lyapunov function and derive the LMIs associated with the original system shown in Fig.3 as indicated in the chapter 8 Notes of Boyd et al. (1994) .
Consider the linear system G(s) with a decoupled block of multiple saturation functions in Fig.3 :
denotes the decoupled block of saturation functions with the magnitudes ±1 and defined on a scalar
and on a vector q = (q 1 , ··· , q n p ) by
(5) If the absolute value of the input q i to the saturator ψ i (·) is assumed to be constrained less than or equal to 1/α i > 0, the function ψ i (·) satisfy the sector condition
The sector conditions (6) can be rewritten as
The Lure-type Lyapunov function V (x) is used and given as
The matrix P and the scalars γ i are the data describing the Lyapunov function and the following conditions are required.
The time derivativeV (x) is given bẏ
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From (14) the stability condition is given by P 11 P 12 P T 12
Using (2) and (3), (8) is given by
Equation (17) yields
The S-procedure in Boyd et al. (1994) yields the following sufficient condition for (16) and (18).
where λ > 0 is a scalar variable. Equation (19) yields
The constraint (20) can be rewritten by eliminating the variablẽ ΓK 1 in Boyd et al. (1994) as (11), (12) and (22),
c is the weighting matrix. The problem (24) can be solved by using the LMI software in Gahinet et al. (1995) .
We check to be sure that the solution K 1 obtained by the optimization problem (24) gives the condition of strict positive realness required by the Popov criterion in Khalil (2002) . Applying the loop transformations by using the solution K 1 to Fig.3 we can get the dynamical systemḠ(s) = M + (I + sΓ)G(s) [I + K 1 G(s) ] −1 where M = (K 2 − K 1 ) −1 and we check that the solution K 1 gives the strict positive realness ofḠ(s). Fig.4 shows the DP system concept and DP system holds the position and heading of a ship under current and wind disturbances by detecting deviations from the references and by controlling the thrust vectors. The horizontal ship motion nonlinear equations are shown in the appendix. Two rotating thrusters of controllable pitch angle propeller are equipped at fore and aft parts of the ship body center line that is, a bow thruster(B/T) and a stern thruster(S/T). The linearized model of ship motions is expressed by the following state equations. 
EXAMPLE
Block Diagram of DP System
where 
Signs of φ B , φ S are positive for forward thrusts and negative for backward thrusts. Signs of θ B , θ S are positive for thrusts toward starboard and negative for thrusts toward port. By the sign rules above mentioned, normalized variables of thrusters are constrained as follows. 
Signs of controller gain matrices' elements of L P , L I , L D depend on the quadrant in which the thrust vector stays and so it is necessary to calculate thrust demands after changing the signs of controller gains according to which quadrant the actual thrust vector stays in.
Design of Piecewise Linear Control for DP System
(1)A Set of PID Controller Gain
General data of the ship to which the design of PLC is applied is shown in Table 1 sented by proportional gain elements with the maximum gain and so the dynamics of the second servomechanism is considered to be linear. When we redraw the block diagram in Fig.5 to that in Fig.3 , only four saturation functions A1∼D1 are taken into consideration(n p = 4). In the optimaization problem (24) in 2.2, the variables γ 1 ∼ γ 4 and the weighting coefficients c 1 ∼ c 4 are set to be equal all and the weighting coefficients are adjusted so that the strict positive realness condition ofḠ(s) in 2.2 is satisfied by the solution K 1 . The permissible maximum absolute input values E A1 ∼E D1 to the saturation functions A1∼D1 are obtained as reciprocals of the minimum sector bounds α 1 ∼α 4 for 16 groups of control gain matrices and the results are shown in Fig.6 . All figure axis labels are shown outside axes on upper side. The following is known from Fig.6 : As the effect on DP system stability of actuator servomechanisms in which the saturation function has small E is considered to be significant, the time lags of B/T and S/T propeller pitch servomechanisms affect directly on stability of DP system under wind disturbances from the fore side.
(3)Gain Switching Function
The flowchart of a control gain group selecting logic is shown in Fig.7 in which only the input value ER to A1 saturation function is used as a switching variable monitored by the gain selecting (5)(6) in Fig.7 . The discrete control of control period 1second is used and PARAM(IPM) in step(1) shows the control gain group corresponding to group number IPM which is decided at the previous iteration. PHIA in step(3) indicates the actual value φ B in the first servomechanism of B/T pitch actuator and PHID in step(4) shows the previous control demand φ Bd in step(19) for B/T pitch as shown in Fig.5 . E(IPM) in step(5) shows the permissible maximum absolute input value E A1 of A1 function for the control gain group of group number IPM as shown in Fig.6 . IMAX and IMIN in step(7) and (14) indicate 16 and 1 respectively. In the controller, firstly the control gain group is selected by IPM which is decided by the previous iteration and the signs of control gain matrices' elements are changed by the quadrant in which the actual thrust vector stays and all control demands are calculated. Secondly the input of A1 function ER=φ Bd − φ B is calculated and IPM used for next iteration is decided by the logic in Fig.7 .
Evaluation of Design Method
To evaluate PLC for DP system in which the two inputs to A1 and C1 saturation functions are used as switching variables, the computer simulation using the ship motion nonlinear model shown in the appendix is carried out under the wind velocity U w change 5m/sec→30m/sec at rising time 0.01sec and wind direction ψ w =30 o unchanged which is called by disturbance A. The ship is assumed to be initially at rest under the steady wind U w =5m/sec, ψ w =30 o . The control performance of DP system by PLC using E A1 and E C1 in Fig.6 is shown in Fig.8 and the stable time responses are obtained, while the control performance by the ordinary LQ control with fixed gain controller with the largest gain group (IPM=16) is shown in Fig.9 and the settling time in Fig.9 is twice that with PLC in Fig.8 . In Fig.8 IPM is decreased from IMAX=16 to 3 at the beginning of control and then IPM is recovered to IMAX=16. The input value of C1 function is negligibly small and so the input value of A1 saturation function as a switching variable is effective for PLC of DP system under the disturbance A. In the implementation of the simulation calculation, firstly the B/T pitch angle φ B in step(3) of the gain selecting logic in Fig.7 has to be obtained by the actuator servomechanism "simulator" which has the same block diagram and receives the same demand from the controller as the actual servomechanism, but whose integrator does not saturate(without a wind-up) because the design method requires the dynamic sytem G(s) in Fig.3 to be linear. If the B/T pitch angle φ B in the gain selecting logic is obtained from the actual servomechanism with the integrator wind-up, the control performance has more fluctuations in control deviations and actuator responses than those in Fig.8 . Secondly as the integral control is used and gain switching of PLC is carried out, it is necessary to use the velocity algorithm 17th IFAC World Congress (IFAC'08) Seoul, Korea, July 6-11, 2008 in order that the linearization property holds in Kaminer et al. (1995) .
